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ELLIS COUNTY COMMISSIONERS COURT
ORDER No.

J#tJI

AN ELLIS COUNTY ORDER ADOPTING THE THOROUGHFARE PLAN FOR
ELLIS COUNTY.

On this the / :;_ti. day of &h r 41 4 i " , 2001, the County Commissioners Court of
Ellis County, Texas, convened in Regult, session of said Court, at 113 East Franklin,
Waxahachie, Texas, with the following members present, to-wit:
County Judge
Commissioner Precinct #1
Commissioner Precinct #2
Commissioner Precinct #3
Commissioner Precinct #4

Al Cornelius
Hallie Joe Robinson
Jerry Holland
Jackie Miller, Sr.
Ron Brown

And among other proceedings, on motion of Commissioner flotland,,
seconded by
Commissioner !3wwu1
, duly put and carried, the following order was passed:
WHEREAS, the Texas Constitution charges the Commissioners Court with the safety of
the citizens of Ellis County; and
WHEREAS, with the increased population in Ellis County and the commiserate increase
in vehicular traffic on the roads of the County; and
WHEREAS, the Commissioners Court of Ellis County deems it necessary to put forth an
organized plan for the roads and streets of the county and to promote the safety of the citizens,
and
WHEREAS, the required public hearing was held on September 25, 2000,
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDERED BY THE COMMISSIONERS COURT OF
ELLIS COUNTY, TEXAS, that:
Section 1:

ADOPTION.

The provisions in the attached Exhibit A entitled "Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County, Texas"
are hereby adopted.
Section 2:

EFFECTIVE DATE.

The ''Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County, Texas" shall be effective thirty (30) days from the date
of passage of this order.

Section 3. AMENDMENTS.
This order may be amended from time to time as conditions warrant upon first a public hearing
and approval of the amendments at a Regular Session of the Commissioners Court of Ellis
County, Texas.

Approved By:

H
Ellis County Judge

cinct #1

.

~~

Commissioner Jackie Miller, Sr.
Precinct #3

Attest:

(1n .
CindyPo@
County Clerk

~~

omm1ss10ner on rown
Precinct #4

;
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MASTER THOROUGHFARE PLAN
for
Ellis County, Texas

BACKGROUND / OBSERVATIONS
Ellis County has experienced tremendous growth since 1990. Part of the reason the County
has grown so fast is that it is located within relatively close proximity to Dallas. The
attractiveness of natural features, such as the rolling terrain, have contributed toward rapid
population increases. In 1990, the U.S. Census showed that the County had a population of
85,167 persons. In 2000, the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG)
estimated the County's population at 112,702 persons, an average annual increase of
approximately 4.56%. The largest city within the County is Waxahachie with an estimated
2000 population of 21,200 persons. Ennis has a population of 15,750, Waxahachie/Ennis and
other communities, such as Midlothian and Red Oak comprise about 50% of the County's total
estimated population. The following population projections show possible increases for Ellis
County. It is recommended that the County use Alternate "A" for planning purposes, since
it is similar to the growth experienced in the County since 1990.

Year

Alternate
"A"
4.0%± *

Alternate
"B"
3.0%±*

1990

85,167

85,167

1999

112,702

112,702

2010

166,800

151,400

2020

250,000

203,000

* Average annual compounded growth rate.
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It is evident that much of the County's growth has occurred within unincorporated areas of
the County. In order to preserve those qualities which have attracted growth to Ellis County,
and to also ensure that existing and future residents have adequate infrastructure and public
facilities, the County should adopt guiding principles and supporting regulations that would
help County administrators and decision-makers in their efforts to further these ideals.
Adoption of such principles and regulations would also help to ensure that the public health,
safety and welfare are preserved and enhanced as the County continues to grow and develop
over time.
The Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County has been formulated to address the issues stated above
by recommending basic strategic objectives and thoughfare standards.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of the Thoroughfare Plan is to establish guiding principles and policies which are
specifically designed to advance the public health and safety of County residents.

Objectives
The guidelines and policies established within the Thoroughfare Plan are intended to advance
two primary objectives:

1.

Ensure adequate emergency access to all areas of the County, as well as reasonable
access and circulation for school busses; and

2.

Create a Master Thoroughfare Plan that comprehensively addresses traffic circulation and
traffic safety throughout the County.

Planning Principles/Policies
In order to achieve the above listed objectives, the following planning principles, or policies,
should be adopted:
1 .a

All developments should provide for an orderly circulation system which can be serviced
by fire, law enforcement, and other emergency agencies.

1 .b

All developments should provide a circulation system which can be safely utilized by
school buses.

1 .c

All development parcels should have adequate frontage on a public street or road for the
purpose of emergency access as well as private convenience.

1 .d

All subdivisions should provide access onto at least one collector or arterial street.
Subdivisions should be designed to facilitate future access to property(s) that is not
adjacent to a major roadway.

1 .e

All developments and subdivisions should conform to the basic requirements set forth in
the County's Master Thoroughfare Plan.
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THE MASTER THOROUGHFARE PLAN
Overview
The efficient movement of people and goods is one of the most important goals a county can
strive for. One of the primary tools that can help a county accomplish this is a comprehensive,
carefully conceived thoroughfare plan which shows the existing roadway network as well as
future thoroughfares that will be needed to ensure efficient movement of traffic within and
through the county. The Ellis County Master Thoroughfare Plan is designed and intended to
provide an efficient, structured framework for the smooth flow of traffic that will result from
future growth and development. It also ensures that existing traffic movement can be
accommodated by improving certain aspects of the system. The Thoroughfare Plan is an
overall guide used to enable individual developments within the County to be coordinated into
an integrated, unified transportation system.
The Plan encourages the creation of
neighborhoods with a minimal amount of through traffic, while providing high capacities for
routes that are intended to move both regional and local traffic throughout the County. The
Thoroughfare Plan (see Plate 1) specifies roadway routes or alignments, as well as pavement
and right-of-way configurations (i.e., cross-sections) that are based upon the anticipated future
traffic needs of Ellis County.
The Master Thoroughfare Plan creates a comprehensive approach by which the various
departments and agencies responsible for thoroughfare development can coordinate their
individual efforts. Examples of these agencies include the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT), the County and municipalities within the County. The standards and criteria
contained within this Plan are intended to ensure consistent design practices in the County,
as may be appropriate. This Plan was prepared by analyzing the existing system of
thoroughfares, and by proposing recommendations for future thoroughfares based upon the
goals and objectives cited above.

The Regional Traffic Circulation System
Two major interstate highways (IH 35 and IH 45) are heavily traveled and provide north/south
access throughout the County. Both of these highways are presently undergoing zoning
improvements by TxDOT to improve capacity. Traffic counts have generally shown steady
increases in the years TxDOT has conducted counts.
It is essential that a complementary thoroughfare system be developed in Ellis County that is
capable of accommodating the expanding vehicular traffic volumes which future growth will
create, and which will also provide convenient access to the various existing major traffic
generators.
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The Local Traffic Circulation System
Most of the local traffic patterns are created by the following traffic generators:
■

■

Ennis, Waxahachie and other cities along U.S. Highway 287 and the Interstates
High schools, elementary schools and middle schools
The County Courthous_e and annexes

■

Shopping and business areas along the U.S. Interstates and State Highways

■

Most of these traffic generators are located on or close to major thoroughfares, and the areas
adjacent to them experience some periods of congestion during peak traffic times. Although
the original system of streets was functional in its original intent for the various cities, growth
within the County has expanded to such an extent that there is a lack of efficient, well-defined
traffic collection and distribution routes through areas outside of the major cities. This is
becoming even more evident due to the linear commercial development patterns along U.S.
Highway 287, and other major roadways.

Thoroughfare Standards and Functional Classification System
To prevent functional obsolescence of the transportation facilities, a hierarchical system which
defines the role of each major thoroughfare needs to be established. This system, called a
functional classification system, in turn translates into physical design features concerning
thoroughfare cross-sections, pavement standards, pavement widths, and access management.
The Master Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County is based upon this system. These functional
classifications are intended to reflect the role or function of each roadway within the overall
thoroughfare system (see Table 2).
The commonly used functional classification system consists of a hierarchy of streets that
range from those which provide for traffic movement to those whose function is access to
adjacent properties. Illustration 2 refers to the functional street classification system, or
hierarchy, for Ellis County. Mobility refers to the accessibility of adjacent properties from a
particular street or thoroughfare. As the illustration indicates, local streets provide the most
access to the adjacent properties, but function very poorly in mobility. Principal arterials or
major thoroughfares function very well mobility-wise but, because of speeds and volumes,
they serve very poorly as access to adjacent roads and properties. With this in mind, streets
which carry a higher volume of traffic, such as major thoroughfares, should have as few
intersections and curb cuts (i.e., driveway openings) as possible so traffic movement will not
be impeded. Collectors are intended to collect and distribute traffic between the arterial
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system and individual land uses within the area. Arterial or major thoroughfares carry longer
trips and should, therefore, form continuous links to carry traffic through, as well as to, areas.
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ROADWAY FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND GENERAL PLANNING GUIDELINES
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Classifications
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Regional
Arlerl11I

t~'

Type "AA"

g

Function

Continuitv

Traffic Movement

Continuous

Approximate
Spacing
IMilesl

Direct Land
Access

Minimum
Roadway
lnterst,ction Soacina

Speed Limit
lmohl

Parkina

Comments

4

None

1 mile

46 to 66

Prohibited

Supplements capacity
ender1erlal111ree1
1y11tem, 111d p,ovldle
high-speed moblllly.
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Arterial
or Primary
Thoroughfare

Type "A" and
Type "B"

milaa

Moderate distance inter•
community traffic movement.

Continuous

1/2 to 1 1/2 1
miles

Minor function - land
accen lhould primarily
be at Intersections.

,

"'""
Restricted - some
movements may be
prohibited; number and
spacing of driveways
conuollad.

1/8 mile

45 to 55
mph

Prohibited
or
Discouraged

30 to 45
mph

Umited

1/4 mile on regional

"Sacltbonl" of thl
street system.

route

May be limited to major
generations on regional
routes.
Collector or
Secondary
Thoroughfare

Primary •· collect/distribute
traffic between local streets
and arterial system.

Type •c• 11ncf
Type "D"

Secondary -· land access.

Not necessarily
continuous:
may not extend
across arterials.

1/4 to 1/22
mile

1

None

Ttvough traffic should

be di1couraged.

As needed

Safety control• only.

I

300 feet

25
mph

Spacing determination should also include consideration of (travel projections w ithin the area or corridor based upon) ultlmate anticipated development.

1 Wider

....,

Lend Accea1

300 feet

Residential access
prohibited; commerclal
access allowed with
shared drlveweya.

Tertiary - lnternelghborhood
traffic movement.
Local

Safety controls; limited
regulation.

apacing may be appropriate within sparsely populated areas of the County •

Permitted

Ttvough traffic 1hould

be dlacouraged.

Type

•e•

Type
Type

LOCAL
STREETS

•c•

and

•o•

COLLECTORS

•ew

Type •A•

MINOR
ARTERIALS

~IAwCn
ARTERIALS

I
I
I

~
Illustration 2
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

II

II

Neighborhoods should be developed between arterials (Types A and "B") and major collector
streets (Type 11 C 11 ) so that traffic is routed around, not through, these areas. Minor collectors
(Type 11 0 11 ) should penetrate the neighborhoods to collect and distribute traffic, but should not
provide convenient cut-through routes. Commercial and other nonresidential activities should
be developed in such a manner that the primary mobility function of arterials or major
collectors is not compromised due to poor access management.
The County street system should consist of arterials (i.e., primary thoroughfares), collectors
and local streets. Highways are normally under the jurisdiction of the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT). U.S. Highway 287 is an example of a State-supported highway.
The application of a functional classification system and design principles over a long period
of time can help produce an optimized traffic circulation system. Major advantages include
preservation of residential neighborhoods, long-term stability of land use patterns, increased
values of commercial properties, fewer traffic accidents, and a decreased portion of
developable land devoted to streets. Table 2 describes the most important characteristics of
the functional roadway classification system for Ellis County.
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The following recommended cross-sections have been developed to reduce the chance of
obsolescence of Ellis County's thoroughfare system. The following sections outline the various
standards of streets and thoroughfare cross-sections that are appropriate for Ellis County.

Arterials (Primary Thoroughfares)
The primary County traffic-carrying system is made up of arterials, or primary thoroughfares.
The primary function of thoroughfares is to provide for continuity and high traffic volume
movements between major activity centers (e.g., neighborhoods, commercial centers, etc.).
These thoroughfares are usually spaced at approximately one-mile intervals, but wider spacing
is acceptable if terrain or other barriers create a need for major deviation. The minimum major
arterial cross-section contains four moving lanes, two in each direction. Right-of-way
requirements for arterials typically range from 100 to 130 feet. Since these thoroughfares will
carry high traffic volumes (20,000 to 40,000 vehicles per day), it is essential that they have
continuous and direct alignment and that they interconnect with highways. For the same
reasons, access from adjacent property should be controlled. This can be accomplished by
limiting the number and location of driveways or curb cuts that access this thoroughfare type.
Also, major arterials can be divided, since it is important to provide left turn lanes with
adequate stacking that are separate from the normal traffic lanes. Divided arterials with
medians also offer opportunities for landscaping and other aesthetic treatments.

■

Type "AA" Regional Arterial -- A Type "AA" regional arterial, or thoroughfare (see
Illustration 3) can provide up to three twelve-foot wide lanes in either direction with a
fourteen-foot wide median. The median can be the "lay down" type, which allows
access for emergency vehicles. U.S. Highway 287 is an example of a Type "AA".
Most portions of U.S. Highway 287 have at least 120 feet of right-of-way. Minimum
right-of-way requirements will be determined by TxDOT at the time of plat approval.

I'" =-t"'MW t---=~ I"' I..:•

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 130' MIN.

12~J

,a

Illustration 3

TYPE "AA" -- REGIONAL ARTERIAL
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■

Type "A" Major Arterial -- Type "A" major arterials are designed to utilize a minimum
of 120 feet of right-of-way. One 72-foot roadway surface is adequate, or two 36-foot
roadway surfaces can be separated by a fourteen-foot median which can either be
raised or flush (i.e., painted). An additional ten feet of right-of-way would allow for
wider parkways along the sides of the roadway and would help buffer adjacent
properties. Illustration 4 shows the cross-section for Type "A" major arterials.
Minimum right-of-way requirements will be determined by TxDOT at the time of plat
approval.
Illustration 4
TYPE "A" -- MAJOR ARTERIAL

j

i----------120-130' ROW--------~

J:F•

■

10'

1-·- - 72'
I

Type "B" Minor Arterial -- Where traffic volumes are expected to be more moderate
(less than 20,000 to 25,000 vehicles per day), it should be possible to use a four-lane
thoroughfare indicated as Type "B". This thoroughfare typically has a 100-foot rightof-way and a 62-foot wide pavement section with a painted median divider that can
serve as a dual (i.e., flush) left-turn lane. The Type "B" standard may also be utilized
for divided secondary thoroughfare or major collector streets that may be appropriate
with special parkway and landscape treatments. Illustration 5 shows the cross-section
for Type "B" minor arterials. Minimum right-of-way requirements will be determined
by TxDOT at the time of plat approval.
Illustration 5
TYPE "B" -- MINOR ARTERIAL
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■

Type "D" Minor Collector -- The Type "D" standard provides a street with two moving
lanes of traffic on 24 feet of pavement with 64 feet of right-of-way. Generally,
collector streets should be shorter than two miles in length, and are expected to collect
moderate volumes (less than 2,500 vehicles per day) of traffic from the internal
neighborhood and convey it to a primary thoroughfare on a neighborhood boundary.
As with the Type "C" collector, the Type "D" collector street may also be used as a
local street in industrial or commercial areas. Where heavy turning movements can be
expected at intersections with primary thoroughfares on a Type "D" collector street,
intersections could be flared to provide for a short length of wider street section to
accommodate higher volumes through the intersection. Illustration 7 shows the crosssection for Type "D" minor collectors.
Illustration 7
TYPE "D" -- MINOR COLLECTOR

- - - - - - - - 6 0 ' ROW---------

j'

~ 2 2 ' ~ •• ~ 1

Residential Street (Type "E")
The streets within a neighborhood which provide access to residential lots and building sites
should be arranged to discourage most through traffic, except that which is directly related to
the area. The alignment of residential streets should be either of a curvilinear, discontinuous,
loop, cul-de-sac, or court configuration. Because only limited traffic is attracted to the
residential streets, they have more narrow rights-of-way and pavement widths than other
types of streets. The usual paving width of a residential street is 22 feet, and the right-of-way
requirements are usually 56 feet of right-of-way (see Illustration 8). Residential streets are
usually designed to accommodate up to 500 vehicles per day.
Illustration 8
TYPE "E" -- RESIDENTIAL STREET
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The Master Thoroughfare Plan
The purpose of the Master Thoroughfare Plan is to provide a long-range plan to assist in
thoroughfare facility planning and the dedication of needed rights-of-way to implement such
a plan. The recommended Master Thoroughfare Plan is shown on Plate 1. One of the benefits
of the Master Thoroughfare Plan is the identification of streets upon which the County can
concentrate resources for improvements and be assured that these monies are spent
efficiently. The Master Thoroughfare Plan js designed to identify the location of collectors and
arterials designed to carry higher levels of traffic. The existing State highways and farm-tomarket roads constitute the only roadways with the necessary length to serve as major
connectors.
Transportation planning in Ellis County has been complicated by recent increases in
development activity and the lack of an adopted thoroughfare planning process. Related to
this have been the complicating factors of the area's physical features, lakes, and property
ownership patterns which make it expensive to construct thoroughfares in certain locations.
Therefore, the Master Thoroughfare Plan concentrates specifically upon assuring that
thoroughfare continuity can be improved as future development occurs.

Thoroughfare Planning Issues
The following five broad issues have been considered in developing policies for Ellis County's
Master Thoroughfare Plan:
■

Maintaining an adequate, appropriate and efficient roadway network -- Increased
population will increase traffic on the County's roadways. A carefully planned network
of roadways can help maintain adequate circulation without sacrificing the County's
development potential. The network should include a hierarchy of streets, such as that
shown previously in Table 2, with each class of street being designed to serve an
appropriate function. Standards for each class of street must balance the volume and
speed of traffic, public safety, roadway construction and maintenance costs, as well
as impacts upon adjacent development.

■

Coordinating roadways and adjacent development -- Just as inappropriate land uses can
dramatically reduce the effectiveness of adjacent roadways, poorly planned roadways
can reduce the viability of adjacent land uses. By coordinating land use and roadway
decisions, Ellis County can minimize future compatibility problems between roads and.
adjacent land uses.
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•

Cost-effective infrastructure investment -- Building and maintaining an efficient
roadway network requires significant investment of local resources. Careful planning
is needed to ensure that Ellis County makes the most cost-effective investments in its
roadway network. Funding based upon a capital improvements plan can help to ensure
that the County addresses its highest priority roads first.

•

Emergency access and school bus routing -- As the County continues to expand its
population, efficient emergency access will be important to all areas of the County.
Planning roadways with logical connections will help to accomplish this, while also
facilitating more efficient and convenient school bus routing.

Thoroughfare and Neighborhood Relationship
The importance of the overall thoroughfare system is providing the skeletal framework within
which logical residential neighborhood areas can be developed, and this idea should be an
important planning concept. A "neighborhood" usually results from the assembly of a series
of subdivisions into a logical, functional unit. The thoroughfares shown previously on Plate
1 have been designed, where possible, to allow for the formulation of cohesive residential
areas. Internal neighborhood streets should be arranged to be discontinuous and curvilinear,
thereby discouraging through traffic movements, but access should be provided onto arterials
and into adjacent subdivisions.
The basic thoroughfare system shown on Plate 1 should be considered as the structuring
framework for future residential areas within Ellis County. The preponderance of vehicular
traffic movement within the County should be concentrated on the arterial system, while the
collector street system should complement the major arterials. Through better pre-planning
of neighborhood areas and with developer cooperation, it may be possible to achieve the basic
primary and secondary thoroughfare system arrangement recommended by the Master
Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County.
In order to achieve the pattern of thoroughfares envisioned by the Plan, it will require the
cooperation of all levels of government responsible for highway and thoroughfare development.
The significant thoroughfare facilities (i.e., State roads) within the County have resulted mainly
from a combination of efforts by the County, all of the cities in the County, and various State
and Federal agencies. Continued local efforts will be necessary to finance future thoroughfare
development and to require adequate rights-of-way at the time of subdivision platting and
development.
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Transportation Planning Policies
The following sections describe the recommended policies to guide Ellis County's
transportation planning efforts:
■

Plate 1 shows the proposed Master Thoroughfare Plan for Ellis County. It shows the
location of existing or planned roadways other than local streets. The County should
use this Plan to determine the classification of planned roadway segments. Additional
collector streets may be needed to serve traffic within new developments. The
alignment and capacity of these streets should be determined as part of any action on
a preliminary plat or a final plat. The County's construction standards and subdivision
regulations should contain detailed standards for roadway design and construction.

■

The County should develop a short- and long-term capital improvements program for
use in establishing funding priorities and schedules for non-State funded construction,
operation, and maintenance of its transportation facilities, as identified within this Plan.

■

The County should prioritize, phase and schedule transportation system improvements
in accordance with the Master Thoroughfare Plan and the ability of the County to fund
such improvements.

■

On-site local and collector streets that are constructed by developers must be in
accordance with County regulations. The County may also require construction of offsite streets or street improvements that are needed to provide adequate access to the
development. This policy should be implemented through specific provisions within the
County's Subdivision Regulations.

■

Ellis County should coordinate with TxDOT and other local jurisdictions, such as
Waxahachie and Ennis, when planning transportation improvements.

■

The County should consider all alternatives for increasing roadway capacity before
physical road widening is recommended for roadways within existing neighborhoods.

■

The County should continue to develop access (i.e., driveway) spacing standards for
lots located on arterial and collector streets to promote the smooth flow of traffic and
to minimize the impact of individual developments upon the safe and efficient function
of these roads. These standards should be drafted by the County's Department of
Development, and they should be adopted by the Commissioners Court.

■

The County should develop thoroughfare access and driveway spacing standards
specifically designed for U.S. Highway 287 and other major highways.
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Thoroughfare Implementation
The proper administration of the County's Master Thoroughfare Plan will require the following:

•

Coordination of Capital Improvements -- Many of the major thoroughfares which are
improved within Ellis County will involve cooperation with Waxahachie and Ennis and
other cities since many of them are, or eventually will be, within the extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ) of those cites. Future capital improvement bond programs should be
coordinated with the State's ability to participate in any of these facilities. The County
will likely have to assume the responsibility for constructing a reasonable portion of its
thoroughfare system as it grows and develops. Other growing counties within Texas
have successfully passed bond programs to build roads. It must be recognized that the
thoroughfare system will be built at an increment-at-a-time basis over an extended
period, perhaps 20 or 30 years.

•

Subdivision Control -- The subdivision of land into building sites represents the first step
in the development of urban land uses and the creation of traffic generators.
Reasonable land (right-of-way) must be set aside at the time of subdivision platting so
that adequate thoroughfares can be created without adversely affecting the value,
stability, and tong-range character of the area being developed. Specifically, right-ofway must be dedicated in accordance with the Master Thoroughfare Plan as each plat
is approved.

•

Building Lines -- Where widening of existing thoroughfare rights-of-way are
contemplated, buildings should be set back to allow for the planned widening to ensure
that the uses function properly with the new thoroughfare after the proposed
improvement is made. In some cases, it will be desirable to establish building lines by
minute order to assure the orderly and uniform development of thoroughfare frontage.
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